Information on How To Get Institution Research Funding

To help with the CARE Scholars program costs, we suggest all our students reach out to their host university and institutions to acquire research funding. We have provided some instructions on how one might obtain research funding for the CARE Scholars program and some tips to look for when researching what grants apply.

Steps to find funding:

1. Look at the “Program Funding at Peer Institutions” spreadsheet and search for your school name. If your school name is on there, navigate to the link to the grant/funding source and read the eligibility requirements. If your school name is not on there, some key Google searches can be “(university name) undergraduate/graduate research funding.” Link to spreadsheet: https://tinyurl.com/CAREfunding
   a. Please note: the listed school opportunities on our spreadsheet is not an exhaustive list of what might be available at that institution.

2. Look at the eligibility criteria for the grant. Double check the following information:
   a. The grant must be applicable to other institutions outside of your university
   b. It can apply to opportunities where you will not receive units/credits.
   c. Your academic year is applicable to the grant
   TIP: Look for grants that are for experiential learning at other institutions

3. If you are still confused whether the grant applies for CARE Scholars, you can always reach out to the grant contact individual and explain the program to them to see if it would be appropriate to acquire funding.

4. For more information about the CARE Scholars program, please navigate to our website: https://med.stanford.edu/care/education/care-scholars.html

Note: If you are aware of funding opportunities that fit the CARE Scholars program and wish to share, please reach out to our team and we will add the resource to our tracker.